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Lacey Yeager is young, captivating, and ambitious enough
to take the NYC art world by storm. Groomed at Sotheby's
and hungry to keep climbing the social and career ladders
put before her, Lacey charms men and women, old and
young, rich and even richer with her magnetic charisma and
liveliness. Her ascension to the highest tiers of the city
parallel the soaring heights--and, at times, the dark lows--of
the art world and the country from the late 1990s through
today.
A celebration of evolving taste, told through the stories
behind 250 objects sold by the world's leading auction
house Founded in London in 1766, Christie's is one of the
most important auction houses in the world. During its
history, Christie's has sold masterpieces by artists such as
Picasso, Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt, and Vincent van
Gogh, often at record-breaking prices; and, away from the
world of art, the personal possessions of such well-known
figures as Napoleon Bonaparte, Marilyn Monroe, Yves Saint
Laurent, and Princess Diana. From furniture to works of fine
and decorative art, vintage cars to clothing and jewellery,
the items sold at its auctions hold a mirror to our history
and reflect our culture at large. Going Once vividly brings to
life the shifts in aesthetic trends, fashion, and design over
the centuries, showcasing 250 of the most outstanding
objects in its storied history - including some of the very
first pieces sold at the auction house.
This is the remarkable memoir of Michael Ainslie, a man
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who has always
embracedLuigi
the adventures
and
misadventures of business and life. In A Nose for Trouble,he
describes his personal experience with several high profile
events, including the 2008 bankruptcy filing of Lehman
Brothers: He was one of ten people in the Lehman
boardroom on the evening of September 14, 2008 who saw
firsthand the events that led to the largest bankruptcy filing
in US history. And he offers readers an insider’s view of the
situations surrounding the price-fixing scandal between
Sotheby’s and Christie’s, a scandal that rocked the art world
and sent the ex-chair of Sotheby’s to prison. Ainslie also
shares about his early beginnings in life; his career as
president, CEO, and board member across numerous
companies and institutions; and his work to transform kids’
lives through the Posse Foundation. Whether he’s being
carried out of his high school graduation on a stretcher,
escaping a riot in Vietnam, facing death threats in NYC,
battling a worldwide oil embargo, meeting with First Lady
Nancy Reagan on the day her husband was shot, or
revamping the USTA, Ainslie’s memoir shows that
sometimes, the greatest lessons in life are a direct result of
the adversities we face. A Nose for Trouble is about
accepting a challenge, redefining misfortune, and rising
above. In this fascinating life story of leadership and
change, Michael Ainslie teaches readers that the best parts
of ourselves often come out of our hardest moments.
Sotheby's, Lehman Brothers, and My Life of Redefining
Adversity
Castellani and Italian Archaeological Jewelry
Sotheby's Art at Auction, 1986-87
Beyond Market Value
Precious Objects
Buddhism, Imperialism and Display
250 Years of Culture, Taste and Collecting at Christie's
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Art is a major political weapon of our times.
Today, peoples around the world use art to boost
their own identity and to attack the ways others
represent them. At a time of increasing
intercultural exchange, art has become a primary
means through which groups reinforce their
challenged sense of culture.This pioneering book
breaks with the tradition of the anthropology of
art as the depoliticized study of aesthetics in
exotic settings. Transcending artificial
distinctions between the West and the Rest, it
examines the increasingly significant relations
among art, identity and politics in the modern
world.Among the themes investigated by the
contributors: - how African painters undermine
racist stereotypes yet remain dominated by the
Western art market - the role of anthropology
museums in the perpetuation of the Western
market in 'tribal art' - the internal and external
political disputes underlying the 'repatriation' of
cultural property.
A SUNDAY TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR The ten
years leading up to the First World War were the
most exciting, frenzied and revolutionary in the
history of art. They were the crucible of
Modernism, when Fauvism, Expressionism,
Cubism, Futurism and Abstract Art all burst
forth. Simultaneously the Old Master market
boomed, and art itself was politically weaponised
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What
was the
conventional art against which Modernism was
rebelling? Why did avant-garde artists become so
obsessed with themselves? What persuaded a few
bold collectors to buy difficult modern art? And
why did others pay so much money for Old
Masters? Art expert Philip Hook brings to bear a
unique perspective on the art of a unique and
extreme decade.
"the Greatest German Living"
A Nose for Trouble
From Drawings Made in the United States and
Their Territories
From Object to Concept
The Lives of Antiques and Those who Pursue
Them
The Art of the Steal
Leonard's Price Index of Latin American Art at
Auction
Seven superb short stories from the
bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Meet the
boy who can talk to animals and the man
who can see with his eyes closed. And find
out about the treasure buried deep
underground. A cleaver mix of fact and
fiction, this collection also includes how
master storyteller Roald Dahl became a
writer. With Roald Dahl, you can never be
sure where reality ends and fantasy
begins. "All the tales are entrancing
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inventions."
—Publishers
Weekly
The most comprehensive book yet on this
inspired, inventive chronicler of the
African-American experience Alabama-born,
Chicago-based Kerry James Marshall is one
of the most exciting artists working
today. Critically and commercially
acclaimed, the painter is known for his
representation of the history of AfricanAmerican identity in Western art.
Conversant with a wide typology of styles,
subjects, and techniques, from abstraction
to realism and comics, Marshall
synthesizes different traditions and
genres in his work while seeking to
counter stereotypical depictions of black
people in society. This is the most
comprehensive overview available of his
remarkable career.
An inside tour of the diamond industry
explores the historically rich network
connecting Communist Siberia, Israel and
New York's diamond district, in an account
that also profiles some of the industry's
more colorful characters including an
Elvis-impersonating dealer, a brother duo
of diamond detectives and the author's own
father.
Art, Politics and Identity in the Modern
World
A Story of Diamonds, Family, and a Way of
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Life
The Wonderful Remains of an Enormous Head,
the Whimsiphusicon, & Death to the Savage
Unitarians
Exemplars from the Ricky Jay Collection
A Memoir of Bookcollecting and the World
of Venture Capital
Country Life
Global Consumption and the Transformation
of Ming Porcelain
Ming porcelain is widely regarded among
the world's finest cultural treasures.
From ordinary household items patiently
refined for imperial use, porcelain became
a dynamic force in domestic consumption in
China and a valuable commodity in export
trade. In the modern era, it has reached
unprecedented heights in art auctions and
other avenues of global commerce. This
book examines the impact of consumption on
the evolution of porcelain and its
transformation into a foreign cultural
icon. The book begins with an examination
of ways in which porcelain was appreciated
in Ming China, followed by a discussion of
encounters with Ming porcelain in several
global regions including Europe and the
Americas. The book also looks at the
invention of the phrase and concept of
'the Ming vase' in English-speaking
cultures and concludes with a history of
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At the beginning on July 2002, Sotheby's
announced to the world the discovery of a
major cache of material relating to the
life of England's greatest naval hero,
Horatio Nelson. The man who made this
extraordinary find and who subsequently
spent over a year of his life validating
the material and placing it in the context
of Nelson's life and relationships was
Martyn Downer, Head of Jewellery at
Sotheby's in London. objects were thought
to have been lost, others had previously
never been known to have existed. Amongst
the latter is a remarkable archive of
letters from Nelson's jilted wife, Fanny,
detailing the breakdown of their marriage.
For the first time, thanks to this find,
Fanny's role in Nelson's life acquires
real biographical substance. Also in the
find are medals, swords, jewellery
(including a stunning diamond brooch with
the initials H and N gifted to Emma
Hamilton), porcelain, weaponry, and other
papers and letters (including some emotive
letters by Emma and Nelson himself) which
shed fascinating new light on Nelson's
domestic affairs. Most dramatically, the
cache also includes the bloodstained purse
Nelson was carrying on the day he was shot
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containing its gold coins. great find and
its progress from discovery to auction. It
is a story which reveals the intimate life
of Nelson, his wife and his mistress in a
way which has hitherto been denied to
biographers.
An informal history of sensational,
scientific, silly, satisfying, and
startling attractions based on
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenthcentury broadsides from Ricky Jay's
extraordinary collection.
The Lives of Chinese Objects
Art and Queer Culture
Kerry James Marshall
An Extraordinary Historical Detective
Story Shedding New Light on the Life of
Britain's Greatest Naval Hero
Nelson's Purse
Breakfast at Sotheby's
The European Art World 1905-1914
The widow of the Hollywood golden-era legend
describes their courtship and more than two-decade
marriage, offering insight into the highs and lows of their
relationship as well as the intricacies of Sinatra's
character, in a tribute complemented by family
photographs. 125,000 first printing.
The dark side of the arts is explored in this timely
volume, sure to spark discussion and debate. Nineteen
diverse essays by such distinguished authors as Eric
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Fischl, Suzaan Boettger, Stephen Weil, Richard Serra,

and more cover a broad range of topics facing today’s
artists, policy makers, art lawyers, galleries, museum
professionals, and many others. Readers will find expert
insights on such up-to-the-minute issues as preserving
Iraqi heritage after the U.S. invasion; the role of new
media; art and censorship; the impact of 9/11 on artists;
authenticity and forgeries; cultural globalization; fair use;
how tax laws encourage donations of art to museums;
where people buy art; the ethical codes of working art
critics; and much more. With its clear-sighted
commentary on today’s hottest arts issues, Ethics in the
Visual Arts is essential reading for anyone interested in
the humanities and in current events. · Eric Fischl,
Suzaan Boettger, Stephen Weil, other top names ·
Valuable to policy makers, attorneys, art critics, museum
professionals, anyone involved in art Allworth Press, an
imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range
of books on the visual and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how
to start careers, business and legal forms, business
practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.
A tender and compellling memoir of the author's
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grandparents, their literary salon, and a way of life that is

no more. The House of Twenty Thousand Books is the
story of Chimen Abramsky, an extraordinary polymath
and bibliophile who amassed a vast collection of socialist
literature and Jewish history. For more than fifty years
Chimen and his wife, Miriam, hosted epic gatherings in
their house of books that brought together many of the
age’s greatest thinkers. The atheist son of one of the
century’s most important rabbis, Chimen was born in
1916 near Minsk, spent his early teenage years in
Moscow while his father served time in a Siberian labor
camp for religious proselytizing, and then immigrated to
London, where he discovered the writings of Karl Marx
and became involved in left-wing politics. He briefly
attended the newly established Hebrew University in
Jerusalem, until World War II interrupted his studies.
Back in England, he married, and for many years he and
Miriam ran a respected Jewish bookshop in London’s
East End. When the Nazis invaded Russia in June 1941,
Chimen joined the Communist Party, becoming a leading
figure in the party’s National Jewish Committee. He
remained a member until 1958, when, shockingly late in
the day, he finally acknowledged the atrocities committed
by Stalin. In middle age, Chimen reinvented himself once
more, this time as a liberal thinker, humanist, professor,
and manuscripts’ expert for Sotheby’s auction house.
Journalist Sasha Abramsky re-creates here a lost world,
bringing to life the people, the books, and the ideas that
filled his grandparents’ house, from gatherings that
included Eric Hobsbawm and Isaiah Berlin to books with
Marx’s handwritten notes, William Morris manuscripts
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and woodcuts, an early sixteenth-century Bomberg Bible,
and a first edition of Descartes’s Meditations. The House
of Twenty Thousand Books is a wondrous journey
through our times, from the vanished worlds of Eastern
European Jewry to the cacophonous politics of
modernity. The House of Twenty Thousand Books
includes 43 photos.
Lady Blue Eyes
The House of Twenty Thousand Books
Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical Pieces
Sotheby's World Guide to Antiques and Their Prices
Contesting Art
Arranged Under the Following Heads, and Distinguished
by Initial Letters in Each Leaf: G. P. General Politics: A.
B. T. American Politics Before the Troubles: A. D. T.
American Politics During the Troubles: P. P. Provincial
Or Colony Politics: and M. P. Miscellaneous and
Philosophical Pieces
The Birds of America

Discusses a variety of issues relevant to Native
Americans, including treaty rights, land claims, gaming,
sports mascots and images, and economics.
After 1500, as Catholic Europe fragmented into warring
sects, evidence of a pagan past came newly into view, and
travelers to distant places encountered deeply unfamiliar
visual cultures, it became ever more pressing to
distinguish between the sacred image and its opposite, the
'idol'. Historians and philosophers have long attended to
Reformation charges of idolatry - the premise for imagebreaking - but only very recently have scholars begun to
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consider the ways that the idol occasioned the making no
less than the destruction. The present book focuses on
how idols and ideas about them matter for the history of
early modern objects produced around the globe,
especially those created in the context of an exchange or
confrontation between an 'us' and a 'them'. Ranging
widely within the early modern period, the volume
contributes to the project of globalizing the study of
European art, bringing the continent's commercial,
colonial, antiquarian, and religious histories into
dialogue. Its studies of crosses, statues on columns, wax
ex-votos, ivories, prints, maps, manuscripts, fountains,
banners, and New World gold all frame Western 'art'
simultaneously as an idea and as a collection of real
things, arguing that it was through the idol that objectmakers and writers came to terms with what it was that
art should be, and do.
Two questions are key to experiencing a work of art in a
museum or exhibition: 1.) Do I like it? 2.) Who's it by?
You need quite a few more questions if you're in an
auction room or dealer's gallery, however. You’ll find
yourself asking, How much is it worth? How much will it
be worth in five or ten years? And finally, what will
people think of me if they see it hanging on my wall?
Breakfast at Sotheby's is not only a guide to finding the
answers to such questions, but also a glimpse into the
rarely discussed financial side of the art world. Based on
author Philip Hook's thirty-five years of experience in the
art market, the book explores various shades of artist
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(including -isms, Gericault, and suicides), subject and
style (from abstract art and banality through surrealism
and war), "wall-power," provenance, and market weather
Comic, revealing, piquant, splendid, and occasionally
absurd, Breakfast at Sotheby's is a book of pleasure and
intelligent observation, as engaged with art as it is with
the world that surrounds it..
Old Future
Life of Franklin Pierce
Reframing Vivien Leigh
Capt. John Smith
The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar
The Athenaeum
Going Once

The new Leonard's Price Index of Latin
American Art at Auction focuses on a category
of art that covers a wide range of periods
and styles. It is unique in its coverage of
30 years of sale results and the inclusion of
over 1,100 scholarly essays and biographies,
some never before published in the English
language. Entries, covering the years 1969 to
1999, number over 30,000 lots. The prices
realized are from every auction house in
North America and are listed in descending
order by price within each auction season.
The Art of the Steal tells the story of
several larger-than-life figures - the
billionaire tycoon Alfred Taubman; the most
powerful woman in the art world, Dede Brooks;
and the wily British executive Christopher
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Davidge -Etwho
conspired
cheat
their
clients out of millions of dollars. It offers
an unprecedented look inside this secretive,
glamorous, gold-plated industry, describing
just how Sotheby's and Christie's grew from
clubby, aristocratic businesses into slick
international corporations. And it shows how
the groundwork for the most recent illegal
activities was laid decades before the
perpetrators were caught by federal
prosecutors.
During the nineteenth century in Rome, three
generations of the Castellani family created
what they called “Italian archaeological
jewelry,” which was inspired by the precious
Etruscan, Roman, Greek, and Byzantine
antiquities being excavated at the time. The
Castellani jewelry consisted of finely
wrought gold that was often combined with
delicate and colorful mosaics, carved
gemstones, or enamel. This magnificent book
is the first to display and discuss the
jewelry and the family behind it.
International scholars discuss the life and
work of the Castellani, revealing the wideranging aspects of the family’s artistic and
cultural activities. They describe the making
and marketing of the jewelry, the survey
collection of all periods of Italian jewelry
on display in the Castellani’s palatial
store, and the Castellani’s activities in the
trade of antiquities, as they sponsored
excavations, and restored, dealt, and
exhibited antiques. They also recount the
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Erik Madigan Heck
Art of the Extreme 1905-1914
Of Willoughby by Alfoed, Lincolnshire;
President of Virginia, and Admiral of New
England. Works. L608-1631
Jewish Art
Sotheby's Newsletter
Matthias Buchinger
An A-Z of the Art Word
This is the biography of a set of rare Buddhist statues from
China. Their extraordinary adventures take them from the
Buddhist temples of fifteenth-century Putuo – China's most
important pilgrimage island – to their seizure by a British
soldier in the First Opium War in the early 1840s, and on to a
starring role in the Great Exhibition of 1851. In the 1850s,
they moved in and out of dealers' and antiquarian collections,
arriving in 1867 at Liverpool Museum. Here they were reconceptualized as specimens of the 'Mongolian race' and,
later, as examples of Oriental art. The statues escaped the
bombing of the Museum during the Second World War and
lived out their existence for the next sixty years,
dismembered, corroding and neglected in the stores, their
histories lost and origins unknown. As the curator of Asian
collections at Liverpool Museum, the author became
fascinated by these bronzes, and selected them for display in
the Buddhism section of the World Cultures gallery. In 2005,
quite by chance, the discovery of a lithograph of the figures
on prominent display in the Great Exhibition enabled the
remarkable lives of these statues to be reconstructed.
"Reframing Vivien Leigh takes a fresh new look at one of the
twentieth century's most iconic stars. Focussing on Vivien
Leigh as a distinctly archival subject, the book draws upon
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original oral history
work with
curators,
archivists
and fan
collectives and extensive research within a network of official
and unofficial archives around the world to produce
alternative stories about her place within film history. The
study examines an intriguing variety of historical
correspondence, costume, scripts, photography, props and
memorabilia in order to reframe the dominant narratives that
have surrounded her life and career. Whilst Leigh's glamour,
collaborations with Laurence Olivier and mental health form
important coordinates for any study of the star, the book
foregrounds a range of alternative contexts which foreground
her creative agency, examining her off-screen labor in areas
such as theatrical training, adaptation, war work, producing,
protesting and interactions with her fan base"-The influence of art, notably painting, is a thread that runs
through the history of fashion photography. From Edward
Steichen, Irving Penn, and Horst P. Horst to Guy Bourdin and
Sarah Moon, the great fashion photographers have often
positioned their work as art. Erik Madigan Heck's work
explores this intersection of fashion, painting, and classical
portraiture. Erik Madigan Heck: Old Future presents more
than 100 photographs in a flowing, chromatic sequence. The
photographs featured--published in the New York Times
Magazine, New York, Harper's Bazaar UK, Porter, and
more--show his range and vivid use of color, and his ability to
produce evocative and seductive images that are
simultaneously timeless and futuristic. With essays by Susan
Bright and Justine Picardie that look at Heck's place within
the realms of both art photography and fashion, this book is
the essential introduction to a future master of fashion
photography.
Objects of Desire
Sotheby's Preview
Native American Issues
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Stardom, Gender,
and the Archive
An Object of Beauty
Extraordinary Exhibitions
A Novel

Carefully curated and beautifully
packaged erotic art through the ages –
200 works from the world's most
important artists. This carefully
curated and beautifully packaged book
spotlights nearly 200 works from the
world's most important artists,
including Titian, Paul Cézanne,
Picasso, Andy Warhol, Michelangelo,
Rembrandt, Edgar Degas, Edvard Munch,
Georgia O'Keeffe, Jackson Pollock,
Lucian Freud, Louise Bourgeois, Francis
Bacon, David Hockney, Gerhard Richter,
Cecily Brown, Anselm Kiefer, George
Condo, and Anish Kapoor. With its
chronological organization, The Art of
the Erotic provides insights into human
sexuality throughout the ages.
Traces the evolution of the American
antiques market by focusing on the
fortunes of three valued eighteenthcentury pieces as they pass through the
hands of modern pickers, dealers,
restorers, and collectors. 15,000 first
printing.
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The IdolEtin
the Age
Art Laura
My Life with Frank
The Art of the Erotic
Ethics and the Visual Arts
"Objects, Devotions and the Early
Modern World "
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